EPRG Energy & Environment with In Search of ‘Good’ Energy Policy Seminar Programme
Michaelmas Term 2017

Every Tuesdays starting at 12:30

3 October  Bina Agarwal (University of Manchester)  
*What’s under the Pot? Rural Women and Cooking Energy in South Asia*  
(Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

10 October  Hao Chen (Beijing Institute of Technology, visiting EPRG)  
*Economic dispatch in Chinese electricity system: benefits, challenges, and possible solutions*  
(Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

17 October  Jacqueline Lam (Hong Kong University, visiting EPRG)  
*Comparison of Air Pollution Trends and Policies in London and Beijing*  
(Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

24 October  Geoffroy Dolphin (Cambridge Judge Business School & EPRG)  
*International Spillovers and Carbon Pricing Policies*  
(Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

7 November  Ilkka Hannula (VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland)  
*The Challenge of Scaling Up Low Carbon Fuels*  
(Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

14 November  Adam Branch (University of Cambridge)  
*Politics and Political Ecology of Charcoal in Uganda*  
(Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP

21 November  Baran Doda (Grantham Research Institute, LSE)  
*Energy Policy and the Power Sector in the Long Run*  
(Faculty of Economics, Keynes Room) – E&E

28 November  Shailaja Fennell (University of Cambridge)  
*Solar Energy, Skills Development and Employment Opportunities in India*  
(Alison Richard Building (Sidgwick Site), Seminar Room 1) – GEP